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Dear readers,

We hope that you enjoyed your winter break, although there wasn’t that 
much snow. It’s weird to think that we have to start dating things with a ‘one-
three’ instead of a ‘one-two.’ Well, just like we’re changing the year, we’re also 
changing the paper. Our initial goal of this year was to have a “photo-centric” 
paper. However, each issue, we’ve veered more and more away from that. 
We’re slowly trying to build back our more interesting looks so you can be 
more engaged in the paper. With that said, be sure to check out the back page 
of our paper to find some new places to eat around town.

Like we say every issue, please provide us with feedback through Letters to 
the Editors. That’s the only way we can improve our paper. Our email ad-
dress is: odinswordnewspaper@gmail.com. Stay in touch with Odin’s Word 
by liking us on Facebook or following us on Twitter @PHS_OdinsWord. Our 
paper is for the student body, therefore we want to spotlight the student 
body! Sometimes we’ll even feature you on our website like we did with 
Yulyia Mikitin, sophomore, and Alyiah Brown, sophomore. 
Check out www.odinswordnews.wordpress.com. 

Lots of love,
Abby and Lexi
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To protect your plan, a necessary task is planning. College 
Corner is here to help inform you month-to-month with 
things to do to prepare for life after high school.ollegeC
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Seniors

Juniors

Sophomores
& Freshmen

-Should be finalizing college desicions
-Completing their FAFSA
-Re-taking ACT/SAT if necessary
-If they have not applied, they should be doing so, 
especially for Technical/Community Colleges

-Should be scheduling their ACT/SAT for the spring
-Should be preparing to attend the March College Fair 
at Princeton
-Should be visiting schools, doing research and consid-
ering their potential majors

-Should be focusing on their grades
-These two grades are the foundation years of their 
academics and essential for their future success

Information gathered from John Beischel, college counselor

Construction
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-Workers on the building are two to six weeks ahead of schedule

-The middle school portion of the building is the first priority of the 
construction workers, who expect to complete that area before its 
targeted opening in August 2013

-The high school portion of the building is scheduled to be the focus 
of construction over the summer of 2013, in time for opening in fall of 
2014

-The demolition of the middle school site is scheduled to occur “the 
week of school being let out,” says Castator.

-The construction site is “approximately 60%” complete with actual 
exterior fabrication, with interior design to start coming together in 
the spring and through the summer
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